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Abstract  

 

In this paper is described a procedure of comparing of ornamentations of entire vessels. 

Ornaments are the same systems as grammars of languages: any ornament is <A; Ω> pair, 

where A is a set of ornamental elements and Ω is a set of positional distributions elements of A, 

thus, comparing of ornaments is the same procedure as comparing of languages. The scheme of 

comparison is the following: 1) should be compared sets of elements forming ornaments: should 

be estimated the proximity index of two sets of ornamental elements; 2) should be estimated the 

proximity index of positional distributions of common elements (elements of a certain ornament 

can be localized in top, middle and/or bottom of a vessel); 3) the proximity index of two 

ornaments is a superposition of proximity index of sets of ornamental elements and the 

proximity index of positional distributions of common elements.  
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1. Introduction to the problem  

 

Ornaments of pottery are evidence of relatedness and/or of contacts of certain cultures: the 

closer are ornamental traditions the more closely related are corresponding cultures. Ornaments 

are the same semiotic systems as, for instance, languages, and so comparing of ornaments 

should be performed similar way as comparing of languages. 

When we compare languages in order to detect whether they are relatives we compare sets of 

grammatical meanings and compare positional distributions of common grammatical meanings 

(Akulov 2015).  

And in the case of ornaments procedure of comparison is almost the same: we compare sets of 

elements that shape ornaments and then we analyze positional distributions of elements of 

ornaments (Nonno 2016: 49).  

 

It should be noted that in many cases we have only sets of randomly broken potsherds which 

often can’t be arranged into an entire form and it is not possible to restore entire ornamentation, 

and so has been elaborated a method that allows estimating the degree of proximity of two 

ornamental traditions by comparing randomly selected sets of randomly broken potsherds (for 

more details see Akulov, Nonno 2019).  

 

And in this paper I am going to elaborate on the procedure of comparing of ornamentations of 

entire vessels.  

General scheme of comparison is the following: should be compared sets of elements which 

form ornaments: should be estimated the proximity index of two sets of ornamental elements, 

and should be found common ornamental elements; then should be estimated the proximity 

index of positional distributions of common elements; and then should be taken superposition of 

two indexes of proximity. 
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2. Illustrations  

 

I am going to illustrate the method with certain specific examples in order to clarify it. 

 

2.1. Model sample vessels   

 

Let’s imagine that we have some vessels covered by ornamentations (see figures 1 – 5).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Vessel X 

 

Fig. 2. Vessel Y 
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Fig. 3. Vessel Z 

 

Fig. 4. Vessel V 
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Fig. 5. Vessel W 

 

All vessels considered in the current paper are almost of the same shape. (Actually, shapes of 

vessels can differ seriously and can influence seriously on the rubrication of vessel surface, and 

so comparison shapes of vessels can be a special issue, however, it is not a subject of the current 

paper and can be an item of future research). 

  

Ornamentation of any vessel can be described as ordered pair <A; Ω> pair where A is set of 

ornamental elements and Ω is a set of positional distributions elements of A.  

 

Vessel X is described by the following sets: 

AX { / }; 

ΩX { /  T, /  M, /  B}. 

Here and further in this text T means top, M means middle and B means bottom. 

 

Vessel Y is described by the following sets:  

AY  {/, ●}; 

ΩY  {/  T, /  M, /  B, ●  T, ●  M, ●  B}. 

 

Vessel Z is described by the following sets: 

AZ {/, ●, \\●●} 

ΩZ  {/  T, /  M, /  B, ●  M, \\●●  T}. 

 

Vessel V is described by the following sets:  

AV  {/, ●}; 

ΩV  {/  M, ●  T}. 
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Vessel W is described by the following sets: 

AW { @ }; 

ΩW{ @  T, @  M, @  B}. 

 

Singling out certain parts of the vessel is to some extent a convention; however, as far as 

different elements of ornaments can be localized in different parts of a vessel, so it is possible to 

single out different parts, i.e.: top, middle and bottom.  

Actually, a certain concrete scheme of rubrication of a vessel surface can depend on certain 

local tasks and on the form/topology of a certain vessel. 

 

2.2. The procedure of comparison  

 

2.2.1. The formula for calculation proximity index  

 

General view of the formula for calculation of proximity index (PI) of two ornaments is the 

following: 

 

    
       

     
 
       

     
 
 

 
  

           
       

  

 

where: 

 

A is the set of ornamental elements of one vessel, 

B is the set of ornamental elements of another vessel, 

Ne means the number of elements; 

i means proximity index of positional distributions of a certain element.   

 

It is very noteworthy that this formula is completely the same as the formula that is used in the 

comparison of languages (see Akulov 2016: 31).  

This point is the very essence of semiotic: in such moments it is possible to see that languages 

and cultures are very close structures.  

 

2.2.2. The procedure of comparison  

 

X and Y 

 

X has the following set of ornamental elements: {/}, Y has the following set of ornamental 

elements: {/, ●}, so the intersection of sets of ornamental elements of X and Y has the only 

element: AX  ∩ AY = {/}.  

The proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of X and Y is the following: (1/1 + ½)/2. 

 

The proximity index of positional distributions (i of the formula shown in 2.2.1) is calculated 

the same way as the proximity index of sets of ornamental elements, i.e.: should be estimated 

degree of correlation of sets of positional distributions.  

In the current case / has the following positional distributions in X: { /  T, /  M, /  B}, and 

the following positional  distributions in Y: {/  T, /  M, /  B}, the intersection of these 

two sets  is { /  T, /  M, /  B}, so the proximity index of sets of positional distributions is 

the following: (3/3 +3/3)/2. 
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And then, the PI of X and Y is the following: (1/1 + ½)/2 * ((3/3 + 3/3)/2)/1 = 0.75.  

 

X and Z 

 

AX  ∩ AZ = {/} ∩ {/, ●, \\●●} = {/}.  

Thus, the proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of X and Z is the following: (1/1 

+1/3)/2 ≈ 0.66.  

The proximity index of positional distributions of elements belonging to the intersection is 1 

since in X and in Z / has the identical set of positional distributions: {/  T, /  M, /  B}. 

And thus PI of X and Z is the following: 1*0.66 = 0.66.  

 

X and V 

 

AX ∩ AV = {/} ∩ {/, ●} = {/}. 

The proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of X and Z is the following: (1/1 + ½)/2 = 

0.75. 

In X / has the following positional distributions: { /  T, /  M, /  B}, in V / has the 

following positional distributions: {/  M}, the intersection of these two sets is {/  M}, and 

thus proximity index of sets of positional distributions is the following: (1/3 + 1/1)/2 ≈ 0.66. 

And PI of X and V is 0.75 * 0.66 ≈ 0.49.  

 

X and W 

 

AX ∩ AV = {/} ∩ {@} = ∅ (empty set). 

And thus, PI of X and W is zero. 

 

Y and Z 

 

AY ∩ AZ ={/, ●}∩ {/, ●, \\●●} = {/, ●}. 

The proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of X and Z is the following: (2/2 + 2/3)/2 ≈ 

0.83. 

 

The proximity index of positional distributions of common elements of Y and Z 

There are two common elements: / and ●.  

/ has the following positional distributions in Y {/  T, /  M, /  B} and the following 

positional distributions in Z {/  T, /  M, /  B}; the proximity index of positional 

distributions of / in the current case is (3/3 + 3/3)/2 = 1.  

● has the following positional distributions in Y: {●  T, ●  M, ●  B}, and the following 

positional distributions in Z: {●  M}; the proximity index of positional distributions in the 

current case is: (1/3 + 1/1)/2 ≈ 0.66.  

The PI of Y and Z is 0.83 * (1 + 0.66)/2 ≈ 0.69 

 

Y and V 

 

AY ∩ AV ={/, ●}∩{/, ●} = {/, ●}. 

The proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of Y and V is (2/2 + 2/2)/2 = 1. 

 

There are two common elements: / and ●.  
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/ has the following positional distributions in Y {/  T, /  M, /  B}, and the following 

positional distributions in V: {/  M}; the proximity index of positional distributions of / in the 

current case is (1/3 + 1/1)/2 ≈ 0.66. 

● has the following positional distributions in Y: {●  T, ●  M, ●  B} and the following 

positional distributions in V: {●  T}; the proximity index of positional distributions of ● in 

the current case is  (1/3 + 1/1)/2 ≈ 0.66. 

The PI of Y and V is: 1*(0.66 + 0.66)/2 ≈ 0.66.  

 

Y and W 

 

AY ∩ AW = {/, ●} ∩ { @ } = ∅. 

And thus, PI of Y and W is zero. 

 

Z and V 

 

AZ ∩ AV = {/, ●, \\●●}∩{/, ●} = {/, ●}. 

The proximity index of sets of ornamental elements of Z and V is the following: (2/3 +2/2)/2 ≈ 

0.83.  

 

There are two common elements: / and ●.  

/ has the following positional distributions in Z: {/  T, /  M, /  B}; / has the following 

positional distributions in V: {/  M}; the intersection is {/  M} and the proximity index of 

positional distributions of / in the current case is the following: (1/3 + 1/1)/2 ≈ 0.66. 

● has the following positional distributions in Z: {●  M }, and the following positional 

distributions in V: {●  T}, and thus, the proximity index of positional distributions of ● in the 

current case is zero since {●  M }∩{●  T} = ∅. 

 

The PI of Z and V is the following: 0.83* (0.66 + 0)/2 ≈ 0.27.  

 

Z and W 

 

AZ ∩ AW = {/, ●, \\●●} ∩ { @ } = ∅. 

And thus, PI of Z and W is zero. 

 

V and W 

 

AV ∩ AW = {/, ●} ∩{ @ }= ∅ 

And thus, PI of V and W is zero. 
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